The topic of this paper is the extension of the basic facts of valuation theory to noncommutative systems. 1 The purpose of this generalization is twofold. First, the theory of valuations with commutative groups of values is placed in the framework of the theory of /-groups, 2 and secondly the general theory leads to the construction of a new class of infinite division algebras. These division algebras are of highly transcendental structure over their respective centers ; moreover they may be considered, in special cases, as crossed transcendental extensions of other division algebras.
It is necessary to recall some facts on /-groups. A group T is called a simply ordered /-group if the following axioms are satisfied :
(I) There is defined a binary inclusion relation which is "homogeneous" in the sense that ce^jS implies p+a+a^fi+P+cr for all p, cr, (II) r is a lattice with respect to the ordering relation, and (III) given <x, j3, either ce^/3or/3èc*. 8 Furthermore Û^/3 means aUj8 = a. The totality of all positive elements of T is a semi-group and shall be denoted by T + . The absolute value |a| of a is defined as aU-a, Hence |a| is equal to ce or -a according as a lies in T+ or the complement T -T + . 4 Since T is simply ordered an /-ideal or isolated subgroup A which is defined by Birkhoff 5 to contain with each 8 all £ with | £| < | ô| may alternately be defined as follows. An isolated subgroup contains with each ô>0 all £€Er + satisfying £ < ô.
DEFINITION. A one-valued function V on a division ring D upon an l-group T is called a valuation if the following postulates hold:
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REMARK 1. If T is noncommutative then D is certainly not a field. This follows, by contradiction, from (i) and (iii).
REMARK 2. All elements u of D with V(u) = 0 form a normal subgroup U* of D for which D*/U~T. This holds since F is a homomorphism of D* upon T.
As in the ordinary valuation theory it is now shown, using (iii) and (iv), that the totality £) of all aÇz£> with Va^0 is a ring, the valuation ring of V.
LEMMA 1. For a y b in O, the following statements are equivalent:
PROOF. Application of F to (i) or (ii) yields (iii). Conversely (iii) implies the existence of elements 71 and 72 in T + such that V(a)=yi+V (b) and V(a) = V(b) +72. Then there exist elements d\ and J 2 with F(di)=7i and F(^2)=72. Hence a=*uidib = bd2U2 where uidi and ^2 He in O, u\ and U2 in U.
PROOF. Suppose that 31 is a left ideal, that is, OSIC §ï. Let F31 be the set of all V(a) with a E 31. This set is an upper class of T + as follows by Lemma 1. Now let d=XXi ö A* be an arbitrary element of the set 3ÏO; ajG3ï, ô^GO. Then ajbj -bja^ bj GO by Lemma 1. Consequently d£3I. Thus 31 is a right ideal. Now let $ be the ideal of elements b G O with Vb>0. Moreover, 0/^3 is a division ring D for the elements of JD -0 = D* can be represented by elements in the multiplicative group U. As usual $ is termed the prime ideal of F. 1 and b~la lie in $. 6 As in the commutative theory it now follows that £) is the valuation ring for V.
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The preceding properties of the valuation V lead to another description of a valuation. By the homomorphism a-*a mod
^=H(a) = a G D exactly the valuation ring O is mapped upon D. It is customary to agree that H(d) = oo if d(££). This can happen only if H(d~l)
, that is, #£$, and thus H{a) = 0. Finally H{d"~lad) ?± oo if and only if H{a) ?£ oo for inner automorphisms preserve non-negativeness.
THEOREM 1. Let H be a homomorphism of a division ring D upon a division ring D and a symbol oo so that (i) H(a+b)=H(a)+Lt(b) and H(ab) =H(a)H(b) for any pair a, b^D with H(a) 9 e °o, H(b) ^ oo, (ii) H(a) = oo if and only if H (a"
1 ) = 0, and 
whose valuation ring has an invariant image in D determines a valuation V on D with value group T so that T contains an order isomorphic image of T 2 with V/T2=Ti. Moreover the residue class ring of D with respect to V is equal to the residue class ring of D\ with respect to V2.
The proof of the theorem involves a direct restatement of the proof for the parallel theorem involving a commutative field.
The preceding discussion of a division algebra with a valuation V may be utilized to establish the existence of a wide variety of algebras with prescribed value groups and algebras of residue classes. Suppose that D is a division algebra which is to be the algebra of residue classes for a valuation V with value group T. Noting that in a given algebra D the elements d(~^D* induce by a (mod $)->dr l ad (mod $), «GO, automorphisms on the algebra of residues D f one is led to the following construction. Assume that each yÇ£T + induces an automorphism â->â Y in D and let to y be associated a symbol £(7). Let D be isomorphic to Z5. Consider then a group extension of D* by the group T with the defining relations
where the /(ce, /3) satisfy the customary relations for factor sets. Colloquium Publications, vol. 24, 1939 . Factor sets were first used in the valuation theory by Kaplansky, contains the prime ideal $= {J2a v t (a v REMARK. The preceding theorem indicates that a division algebra with a noncommutative value group must contain elements which are transcendental over its center.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE. Let V be the lexicographically ordered group of motions in the plane, that is, the group of all couples of real numbers (a, j8) subject to the following law of combination: if (7, ô) is a second pair then (QJ, j3) + (y, 5) = (a+7, e y P+S). The set T+ of positive elements consists of all couples for which either a>0 or a = 0 and /3 > 0. Observe the following facts : (i) -(a, /?) = (-a, -/?e~a), (ii) the set {(0, /3)} is an invariant isolated subgroup A, (iii) T/A r={a}, and (iv) Y has no proper center. Let F be a field and / a transcendental element over 
